Fibronectin (FN) is an abundant ECM protein secreted by cells as a soluble dimer and assembled into an insoluble fibrillar network at the cell surface, forming a FN matrix[@b1][@b2]. The complex, dynamic process of FN matrix assembly is a cell-mediated process that involves interactions between receptors on the cell surface and FN[@b2][@b3]. FN initially exists as a compact, folded structure that contains sets of binding domains for a variety of extracellular and cell surface molecules such as collagen, glycosaminoglycans, fibrin, integrins, and FN itself[@b2][@b4][@b5]. Although FN contains binding domains for many proteins, FN matrix assembly is believed to be induced by a conformational change through binding of FN to α5β1integrins on the cell surface[@b2][@b4][@b6][@b7]. This conformational change induces focal adhesion-integrin co-localization and subsequent integrin clustering and syndecan co-localization, which recruits signaling and cytoskeletal proteins[@b4][@b5][@b8][@b9]. Integrin -- cytoskeleton interactions have proved to be requisite for matrix assembly and mediated by the Rho family of GTPases, specifically Rho, Rac, and Cdc42[@b10][@b11][@b12]. For example lysophosphatidic acid (LPA)-induced Rho activation has been shown to induce actin stress fiber formation and enhance FN matrix assembly[@b13][@b14] while Rho inhibition has been shown to inhibit LPA-induced stress fiber formation and matrix assembly[@b10][@b13]. Therefore FN matrix assembly depends on the precise coordination and synergy between extracellular events and intracellular pathways.

Recent studies have demonstrated the FN\'s ability to serve a variety of functions for cells, beyond just serving as the supporting scaffold[@b7][@b15][@b16][@b17]. FN matrices have been demonstrated to also function as storage sites for various growth factors and regulate important cellular processes such as cellular proliferation[@b10][@b18], differentiation[@b17][@b19], and branching morphogenesis[@b16]. In addition, FN has been shown to inhibit apoptosis via various intracellular pathways[@b20]. Though most of these studies have probed these questions through chemical stimulation, mechanical stimulation has been shown to be extremely important. In general, the study of physical forces induced on cells by mechanical stimulation has lead to advances in the field linking biochemistry and mechanics in cells (i.e., mechanotransduction)[@b21][@b22][@b23][@b24][@b25][@b26]. Mechanical stimulation has also been shown to regulate ECM gene expression and protein synthesis[@b27][@b28]. Cells have transmembrane proteins and focal adhesions that link their intracellular and extracellular environment[@b29][@b30], therefore examining the structure and mechanics is a logical step, but one that needs more research, especially in examining the ECM. FN is especially important as FN is constantly exposed to chemical and mechanical stimulations[@b7][@b28]. Thus a thorough understanding of both mechanical and chemical stimulation separately, as well as coupled together, is integral to gain insight into FN synthesis, function, and the effects of various pathology-induced abnormalities that can perturb this multi-functional protein. Understanding of the effects of mechanics as well as linking mechanics and chemistry to normal FN behavior has many implications as various FN abnormalities can cause a range of issues especially in cells found in various connective tissues, such as fibroblasts. For example, abnormal FN synthesis in fibroblasts has been observed to cause impaired cell migration and reduced VEGF production[@b31]. Due to the significance of fibroblasts and their ability to maintain and structurally support various connective tissues within the body as well as synthesize and maintain the ECM, impaired fibroblast behavior has many implications. A better understanding of the behavior of various cell types such as fibroblasts and the synthesis of FN at the cellular level in a more physiologically-relevant environment that provides for mechano-physical control will enable a vital understanding of FN and comparisons between FN in its native versus perturbed state.

Fibroblasts are a unique cell type that help form the various connective tissues of the body such as tendons, skin, and corneas. In addition, they also produce various supportive components to organs including the liver, lungs, nerves, uterus, and kidneys reflecting this robust cell type\'s physiological diversity[@b27][@b32]. The diversity of induced responses in these cells is also related directly to mechanical stimulation, which is critical in many connective tissues and organs. For example, fibroblasts exposed to equibiaxial stretch have been shown to experience altered gene expression of various growth factors including VEGF[@b27] and increased cellular proliferation[@b33]. In addition to stretch-based experiments, flow-induced shear stresses also influence fibroblast activity in areas such as calcium transients and oscillations[@b34] as well as magnitude-dependent migration[@b35]. The effects of shear stress and stretching on fibroblasts are both physiologically relevant since tendon fibroblasts experience stretching forces from normal extension of the tendon while advential fibroblasts experience transvascular interstitial fluid flow during capillary arterializaiton and intimal hyperplasia[@b35]. While previous studies have examined the biosynthesis of ECM production and maintenance related to biochemical modifications[@b36][@b37][@b38], few studies have probed the link between mechanics and biochemical processes in the area of ECM synthesis. The goal of our present study was to probe the response of fibroblasts to mechanical stimulation. With respect to the organization and recruitment of FN, we exposed fibroblasts to separate trials of equibiaxial stretch and shear stress to understand how mechanics induces changes in the ECM. This ability to study the same cells with two distinct modes of mechanical stimulation is critical, as mechanical stimulation is not simply a binary addition of an external stimulation, but is highly sensitive to the parameters of stimulations that are imposed. Immunofluorescence was then used to visualize how our various modes of mechanical stimulation affected FN matrix formation, which provided insight into how fibroblasts modify their environment in response to mechanical stimulation. In addition, we also investigated the effect of cross-talk between mechanical stimulation and chemical modulation on FN matrix formation through Rho inhibition. The Rho family of GTPases is an important component in mechanotransduction, and is an ideal candidate for investigating the chemically linked intracellular signaling effects in this pathway. The results from this work, we believe, will help gain a better understanding of the relationship between mechanics and the ECM, specifically FN.

Results
=======

Fibroblasts are robust cells abundant in various connective tissues in the body. These cells have regulatory functions with FN, which has been linked to numerous cellular processes. As a result, any perturbation of FN\'s normal interactions, and thus fibroblast function, has a diversity of implications due to the importance of the ECM[@b16][@b39][@b40]. The link to mechanical stimulation in cellular behavior such as in fibroblasts is important due to the intertwined ECM and mechanics behaviors that have been shown. To probe the complex links between mechanical stimulation and FN response, we examined the effects of mechanical and chemical stimulation on FN. NIH-3T3 fibroblasts were exposed to equibiaxial stretch and shear fluid flow for a period of 24 hours, after previously being in culture for 24 hours, using a custom-fabricated device that imparts shear or stretching[@b41][@b42] forces ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). We first examined the cells in a mechanically and chemically unstimulated state. Unstimulated cells were maintained in culture concurrently for 24 hours with cultures of cells exposed to mechanical and chemical stimulation. Phase contrast and epifluorescent images of unstimulated cells appeared to have thin FN fibrils clustered and distributed throughout the entire basal surface of the cell ([Fig. 2A](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), while cells exposed to 24 hours of 10% equibiaxial stretching ([Fig. 2B](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) appeared to form thicker FN fibrils and to have an observable increase in FN fluorescence intensity. Cells exposed to shear fluid flow ([Fig. 2C](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), also appeared to demonstrate similar behavior in terms of having thicker FN fibrils as well as an observable increase in FN fibril intensity around the basal surface of cells relative to unstimulated cells.

We next quantified this FN response under mechanical stimulation. Our approach was to deconvolve and analyze using ImageJ the immunofluorescent images of FN that were unstimulated ([Fig. 3A](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), exposed to equibiaxial stretch ([Fig. 3B](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), and exposed to shear fluid flow ([Fig. 3C](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Analysis of the distribution and density of unstimulated FN further validated our observations revealing randomly distributed FN fibrils, which are represented as a function of intensity in gray-scale values due to the FN staining ([Figs. 3D and 3E](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). FN secreted by fibroblasts exposed to equibiaxial stretching displayed an increase in the density of FN fibrils. These fibrils were also observed to localize at the cell periphery ([Figs. 3F and 3G](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). In comparison, unstimulated cells displayed a lower fibril density along with the FN being distributed throughout the entire cell. We then wanted to determine whether this observed behavior was unique to a specific mode of mechanical stimulation (equibiaxial stretch) by applying a separate mode of mechanical stimulation (fluid shear flow) to the cells. These two modes of stimulation have previously been shown to produce distinct cellular responses[@b34][@b43]. FN distribution in cells exposed to shear fluid flow was also found to localize at the cell periphery and exhibit an observable increase in FN fibrils ([Figs. 3H and 3I](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). The response of the cells to fluid shear was similar to the cells exposed to equibiaxial stretch and not unstimulated cells.

After establishing the effects of mechanical stimulation on FN matrix formation and distribution, our subsequent goal was to use mechanical stimulation to probe a chemical pathway known to be related to FN function. We examined this by coupling mechanical stimulation with the disruption of Rho activity using C3 transferase. Rho disruption by C3 transferase was done by initially incubating cells with C3 transferase in serum-free medium for 24 hours and replenishing medium with serum media prior to testing. [Figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} reveals an observable visible decrease in FN density and intensity with respect to cells that were not treated with C3 transferase. Epifluorescent images of FN secreted by fibroblasts that were unstimulated ([Fig. 5A](#f5){ref-type="fig"}), exposed to equibiaxial stretch ([Fig. 5B](#f5){ref-type="fig"}), or were stimulated with fluid shear stress ([Fig. 5C](#f5){ref-type="fig"}) after being treated with C3 transferase were analyzed. Analysis of deconvolved, epifluorescent FN images of unstimulated ([Figs. 5D and 5E](#f5){ref-type="fig"}) cells indicated a similar distinct response relative to cells lacking the C3 transferase treatment ([Figs. 3D and 3E](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). FN of unstimulated cells exposed to C3 transferase was found to exist as fibrils that occur at localized areas in the cell. However FN from unstimulated cells (which served as an additional control) that were incubated in serum-free medium without C3 transferase for 24 hours and subsequently placed in serum medium prior to testing was observed to exist as small, punctate structures localized around the nuclear periphery ([Supp. Fig. 1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). FN in cells exposed to equibiaxial stretch ([Figs. 5F and 5G](#f5){ref-type="fig"}) and shear fluid flow ([Figs. 5H and 5I](#f5){ref-type="fig"}) still exhibited FN fibril localization at the cell periphery, despite treatment by C3 transferase, although there was an observable decrease in FN density and intensity when compared with the unstimulated cells.

Next, we examined the cell-substrate interactions by mechanically stimulating cells on rhodamine labeled FN thus allowing us to track the structural reorganization of substrate coated as well as cell secreted FN in response to mechanical stimulation. Since the FN matrix assembles into a 3-D matrix over time, we used confocal microscopy to acquire high-resolution Z-stacks to further characterize matrix reorganization and localization. Volume rendering of unstimulated cells ([Figure 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"} & [Supp. Movie 1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) revealed results similar to epifluorescence images where FN fibrils were found to localize throughout the basal surface of the cell. Also substrate coated rhodamine-FN was observed to remain structurally unmodified. However FN matrices of the mechanically stimulated cells revealed distinct structural organization patterns. Fibroblasts stimulated by equibiaxial stretch ([Figure 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"} & [Supp. Movie 2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were observed to display highly dense fibrils mainly located around the cellular periphery ([Figure 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). Once again though, surface labeled FN remained structurally unperturbed. Cells exposed to shear stress ([Figure 8](#f8){ref-type="fig"} and [Supp. Movie 3](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) displayed results similar to cells stretched equibiaxially where a more structurally dense fibrillar matrix was observed, but surface coated FN was observed to be structurally rearranged in response to mechanical stimulation.

To quantify the behavior observed through confocal microscopy, Z-stacks of cellular FN were combined into a single, focused image ([Figs. 9A--C](#f9){ref-type="fig"}) and analyzed using ImageJ. Results obtained from the analysis of the focused images of cells that were unstimulated ([Figs. 9D and 9E](#f9){ref-type="fig"}) and exposed to equibiaxial stretch ([Figs. 9F and 9G](#f9){ref-type="fig"}) or fluid shear stress ([Figs. 9H and 9I](#f9){ref-type="fig"}) agreed closely with analyzed epifluorescent images ([Figs. 5D--I](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). Unstimulated cells were observed to have randomly distributed fibronectin fibrils throughout the cell body while cells exposed to equibiaxial stretch and fluid shear stress were observed to contain fibronectin fibrils localized around the cell periphery.

Discussion
==========

As one begins to probe the mechanisms by which abnormal cell behavior alters FN function, it is critically important to understand how FN is distributed in its native environment. Answering this question must, naturally, include an examination of physiologically relevant mechanical and chemical factors. This is important since abnormal FN function has many implications. For example diabetes-induced abnormal FN behavior has been linked to increased thickness and permeability of basement membranes of various tissues[@b40][@b44]. These diabetes-induced complications often lead to diseases such as micro- and macroangiopathy as well as atherosclerotic lesions[@b44]. In addition irregular FN function may also result in impaired wound healing[@b31][@b45], a coordinated process that involves inflammation, matrix deposition, and remodeling by fibroblasts. Impairments to this process can cause a significant problem as well, in short wounds heal poorly[@b46]. In an effort to better understand the mechanisms that govern these phenomena, many studies have investigated abnormal and normal FN activity by chemical means, but limited studies probing mechanical contributions to this response exist, relative to the studies on chemical manipulations. Fibroblasts in general are known to be a vastly critical and mechanically diverse cell type that is responsible for ECM deposition and remodeling, secretion of various growth factors in important cell-cell communication processes, as well as the formation of many connective tissues in the body[@b32], which implies that any alteration in behavior from their normal state could have extensive detrimental consequences. Many studies have attempted to better understand these phenomena[@b40][@b47][@b48] by probing the abnormal expression of growth factors as well as abnormal matrix deposition and remodeling through various biochemical or biophysical techniques. However, few have investigated matrix deposition that may result from this with respect to the mechanical environment.

In this paper, our goal was to investigate the effects of mechanical stimulation on FN matrix formation and distribution, as FN is an ECM protein that has been found to be important in numerous cellular processes[@b3][@b7]. This protein also has many unique features including its ability to be structurally rearranged by the cell in response to mechanical stimulation. Here, fibroblasts exposed to equibiaxial stretch and fluid shear stress revealed an observable increase in FN fibrils and in denser FN matrix as measured through an increased immunofluorescent intensity that was quantified using ImageJ software. These findings support the proposed importance of mechanical forces in FN modulation. While strain-induced FN behavior has been demonstrated in previous studies[@b28], few have connected this effect to other modes of mechanical stimulation, such as shear fluid flow. Upon further examination of the FN matrix, FN was observed to localize to the cell periphery after application of shear fluid flow and equibiaxial stretching while unstimulated cells contained randomly distributed FN throughout the cell. We further examined the response by coupling mechanical stimulation with chemical disruption of a pathway that is directly linked to FN and mechanical stimulation. In this approach, we chemically disrupted the Rho pathway with C3 transferase since proteins in the Rho family of GTPases have been demonstrated to be activated during abnormal FN synthesis in various cell types and tissues[@b1]. In addition, the inhibition of the Rho pathway (specifically with C3 transferase) has been demonstrated to affect FN matrix assembly[@b13][@b14]. Rho inhibition by C3 transferase caused significantly less visible FN fibrils. However, FN was observed to localize at the cell periphery after mechanical stimulation despite inhibition of Rho, suggesting that this phenomena may not be solely Rho dependent. Alternatively, there may be a mechanical threshold that must be reached before inhibition of Rho begins to take effect. Also when probing the interactions cells had with pre-coated substrate fibronectin, only cells exposed to fluid shear flow were observed to utilize the substrate fibronectin in response to mechanical stimulation. While the driving force behind this phenomenon is unknown we hypothesize that there may also be a mechanical threshold present that serves as part of a feedback loop, which governs this behavior. These results demonstrate the importance of mechanics on ECM production and distribution and provide an analysis of FN response in perturbed states that may be linked to many pathological abnormalities such as diabetes. We believe these studies will lay the groundwork for further examination of stimulation pathways and their role in ECM-related synthesis and matrix formation.

Methods
=======

Cell culture
------------

NIH 3T3 fibroblasts were seeded at a concentration of 1000 cells/cm^2^ on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrates that were coated with human fibronectin (10 μg in 1 mL PBS; BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA; No.: 39410) or rhodamine fibronectin (10 μg in 1 mL PBS; Cytoskelton, Inc., Denver, CO, USA; No.:FNR01). A base-to-curing agent ratio of 10∶1 for the PDMS was used for this study resulting in a Young\'s Modulus of 2000 kPa for the polymer substrate (26). Cell cultures were maintained at 37°C under 5% carbon dioxide in Dulbecco\'s modified Eagle\'s medium supplemented with 10% calf serum, 0.3 mg/mL glutamine, 100 μg/mL streptomycin, 100 U/mL penicillin, and 20 mM N-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-N\'-2-ethanesulfonic acid at pH of 7.4. Cells were incubated for 24 hours prior to testing to allow for assembly of the FN matrix; the media was also replenished prior to testing.

Mechanical stimulation-equibiaxial stretching
---------------------------------------------

Mechanical stimulation by equibiaxial stretching was performed in an incubator under cell culture conditions previously described using the method previously described[@b41][@b42] for 24 hours. Our system uses compressed air to induce a hydrostatic pressure across the bottom surface of a PDMS membrane. The circular boundary conditions of our system, allow us to apply an equibiaxial strain of 10% to the basal surface of cells cultured on the center of the flexible silicone membranes[@b21].

Mechanical stimulation-shear fluid flow
---------------------------------------

A custom-fabricated device that we previously developed[@b42] was used to induce shear fluid flow on cells in an incubator while maintaining cell culture conditions. In brief, the device was a rectangular chamber (length = 5 cm, width = 1 cm and height = 2 cm) that used a variable-flow peristaltic pump (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA; No.13-867-2) to produce a unidirectional, laminar fluid flow across the apical surface of single cells cultured on PDMS membranes. This design was advantageous since it allowed for probing the effects of shear stress on cell behavior while the cells were on a flexible substrate. Through this PDMS substrate, the stiffness can be adjusted to become more physiologically relevant when compared to other methods, which generally use substrates that are significantly stiffer and much less physiologically relevant from a mechanical environment perspective[@b49][@b50]. Our device used a peristaltic flow pump to impose shear stresses in the range of 6±3 dynes/cm^2^ for 24 hours.

Chemical modulator - Rho inhibitor
----------------------------------

Cell-permeable C3 transferase (Cytoskeleton, Denver, CO, USA; No.:CT04) was used to disrupt Rho activity through the inactivation of Rho A, Rho B, and Rho C. This was accomplished by incubating cells with 5 μg/mL of the C3 transferase in serum free media 24 hours prior to testing. Successful Rho disruption was observed through optical microscopy and verified (according to manufacturer\'s instructions) as having decreased cell spreading; which has been shown by others as well[@b10][@b13]. After C3 transferase treatment, the medium was replaced with serum-containing medium and mechanical stimulation of cells began.

Immunostaining
--------------

Unstimulated, mechanically stimulated, and chemically stimulated cells attached to the PDMS substrate were immediately fixed with 4% paraformaldahyde and prepared for visualization. FN was labelled by permeabilizing cells with 0.2% Triton-X 100, followed by staining with a monoclonal mouse anti-FN primary antibody (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA; No.:F0791) or using polyclonal rabbit anti-FN primary antibody (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA; No.:F3648) and Alexa Flour^®^ 594 goat anti-mouse IgG (Molecular Probes, Carlsbad, CA, USA; No.:A-11032) or Alexa Flour^®^ 488 goat anti-rabbit IgG (Molecular Probes, Carlsbad, CA, USA; No.:A-11034) secondary antibody. Following staining, the cells were mounted with fluoromount-G or fluoromout-G with DAPI, and sealed under a coverslip.

Epifluorescence and confocal microscopy
---------------------------------------

Following immunostaining, cells were examined using an optical microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 200; Zander IVF, Vero Beach, FL, USA) with a 63X high numerical aperture (NA = 1.4) oil immersion objective. This approach allowed us to image FN using a tetramethylrhodamine isothiocyanate (TRITC; correspondingly pseudo-colored red) filter set with epifluorescence microscopy. All immunofluorescent images of FN were captured with an Insight^TM^ QE Monochrome CCD camera at 17.4 frames per second with a 0.4 ms exposure time and brightness intensity of 80% to ensure that all imaging was performed under consistent lighting conditions. Cell morphology was visualized using phase contrast microscopy. Also, high resolution Z--stacks were acquired using a Nikon A1 laser confocal system (0.5 μm steps) combined with an optical microscope (Nikon Eclipse TI series) and 60X (NA = 1.4) oil immersion objective which allowed for imaging of rhodamine FN, Alexa Flour 488, and DAPI.

Image analysis
--------------

The images used to study the effects of exogenous mechanical forces applied using our system on FN were processed using ImageJ software (downloaded from the National Institutes of Health; http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/download.html). Epifluorescent images of FN were imported into the ImageJ software and deconvolved to visualize FN. The FN images were separately overlayed on their corresponding phase contrast images to visualize the ECM\'s location in individual cells. This was followed by placing horizontal and vertical lines of various orientations and lengths across the length of the cell and measuring the intensity in gray-scale values at each point along the line. Thus, we could measure changes in intensity related to the FN staining across the width of cell bodies. Similar methods have been used by previous groups[@b51][@b52]. Also on average over 20 lines were drawn on each cell. The lines displayed on deconvolved, immunofluorescent images ([Figs. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}, and [9](#f9){ref-type="fig"}) used for fluorescence intensity and therefore FN localization analysis are representative of the analysis done, although many more were drawn during analysis. More details on this analysis are shown in [Supplementary Figure 2.](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} In addition, Nikon NIS-Elements was used to create a volume rendering of Z--stacks. The extended depth of focus (EDF) module within NIS--Elements was used to combine multiple Z--stack images of cellular FN into a single, focused image, that was imported into ImageJ and analyzed using the same method previously described for epifluorescent images. ImageJ was also used to enhance image quality by adjusting brightness and contrast.
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![Schematic of mechanical stimulation system used to exert shear stress and equibiaxial stretch on living cells.\
Our system uses a peristaltic flow pump to exert a shear stress across the apical surface of cells cultured on PDMS and a pressure regulator to apply a hydrostatic pressure-induced equibiaxial strain on the basal surface of cells. After mechanical stimulation, immunostaining is used to visualize FN.](srep00147-f1){#f1}

![Examining the effects of mechanical stretching on FN.\
Epifluorescent images of FN (red pseudo color) and phase contrast images of NIH 3T3 fibroblast morphology unstimulated (A) after 24 hours of 10% equibiaxial strain (B) and after 24 hours of 6±3 dynes/cm^2^ of fluid shear stress (C) Cells exposed to mechanical stimulation appear to exhibit an increase in fibril formation as well as form thicker FN bundles. (scale bars = 10 μm).](srep00147-f2){#f2}

![Analysis of FN organization of cells unstimulated and exposed to mechanical stimulation.\
Epifluorescent images were imported into ImageJ software and deconvolved to analyze the distribution of unstimulated (A) and mechanically stimulated (equibiaxial stretch (B) shear fluid flow (C) FN across the cell. Representative plots of intensity profiles plotted as a function of distance (measured in pixels) versus intensity (measured in gray-scale values) showed FN distribution for unstimulated cells (D) line 1--2 and (E) line 3--4. The multiple fluorescence intensity peaks in a diversity of areas revealed that FN did not seem to be localized in specific areas within the cell. Plots of intensity profiles of FN distribution after 24 hours of 10% equibiaxial stretch (F) line 1--2 and (G) line 3--4 revealed FN redistributed around the cell periphery, which was reflected in the distinct fluorescence intensity peaks located at the ends of the lines, indicating the periphery of the cell. Analysis of FN distribution after 24 hours of 6±3 dynes/cm^2^ of fluid flow shear stress, (H) line 1--2 and (I) line 3--4 revealed that the FN was distributed around the cell periphery, which was reflected in the distinct fluorescence intensity peaks located at the ends of the lines indicating the periphery of the cell. (scale bar = 10 μm). On average 100 cells (20 -- 30 lines/cell) were analyzed for all of the conditions; these are representative responses.](srep00147-f3){#f3}

![Examining the effects of chemical and mechanical stimulation on FN.\
Epifluorescent images of FN (red pseudo color) and phase contrast images of NIH 3T3 fibroblast morphology after inhibition of Rho activity with C3 transferase that were unstimulated (A) after 24 hours of 10% equibiaxial strain (B) and after 24 hours of 6±3 dynes/cm^2^ of fluid shear stress (C) Cells exposed to mechanical stimulation appear to exhibit an increase in fibril formation as well as forming thicker FN bundles, but at lower densities relative to cells not treated with C3 transferase. (scale bars = 10 μm).](srep00147-f4){#f4}

![Analysis of FN organization after disruption of Rho activity via addition of C3 transferase and exposure to mechanical stimulation.\
Epifluorescent images were imported into ImageJ software and deconvolved to analyze the distribution of unstimulated (A) and mechanically stimulated (equibiaxial stretch (B) shear fluid flow (C) FN across the cell. Representative plots of intensity profiles plotted as a function of distance (measured in pixels) versus intensity (measured in gray-scale values) showed FN distribution for unstimulated cells (D) line 1--2 and (E) line 3--4. FN distribution of unstimulated cells exposed to C3 transferase was found to occur at only localized areas in the cell. Plots of intensity profiles of FN distribution after 24 hours of 10% equibiaxial stretch (F) line 1--2 and (G) line 3--4 revealed FN redistributed around the cell periphery, which was reflected in the distinct fluorescence intensity peaks located at the ends of the lines, indicating the periphery of the cell. Analysis of FN distribution after 24 hours of 6±3 dynes/cm^2^ of fluid flow shear stress, (H) line 1--2 and (I) line 3--4 revealed that the FN was distributed around the cell periphery, which was reflected in the distinct fluorescence intensity peaks located at the ends of the lines indicating the periphery of the cell. (scale bar = 10 μm).](srep00147-f5){#f5}

![Probing cell-substrate interactions of unstimulated cells through high-resolution confocal imaging.\
Z-stacks (0.5 μm steps) of unstimulated cells were captured to analyze the labeled substrate FN and its three-dimensional response modified during matrix formation. A top view displays substrate FN (A) cellular fibronectin (B) DAPI (C) and a merged image (D) of all structures. Also a merged side view (E) is presented. Unstimulated cells were observed to have randomly distributed FN fibrils with the substrate FN appearing to not change. (scale bars = 5 μm).](srep00147-f6){#f6}

![Probing cell-substrate interactions of cells stimulated by equibiaxial stretch through high-resolution confocal imaging.\
Z-stacks (0.5 μm steps) of equibiaxially stretched cells were captured to examine the FN under equibiaxial stretch. A top view displays substrate FN (A) cellular fibronectin (B) DAPI (C) and a merged image (D) of all structures, and a merged side view (E) Mechanically stimulated cells were observed to have a more structurally dense FN matrix compared to unstimulated while the substrate FN remained unstimulated. (scale bars = 5 μm).](srep00147-f7){#f7}

![Probing cell-substrate interactions of cells stimulated by shear fluid flow through high-resolution confocal imaging.\
Z-stacks (0.5 μm steps) of sheared cells were taken to analyze FN response. A top view displays substrate FN (A) cellular fibronectin (B) DAPI (C) and a merged image (D) of all structures, and a merged side view (E). Mechanically stimulated cells were observed to have a more structurally dense FN matrix compared to unstimulated while the substrate FN was observed to be structurally modified in response to mechanical stimulation. (scale bars = 5 μm).](srep00147-f8){#f8}

![Analysis of FN organization of cell-substrate interactions of cells exposured to mechanical stimulation.\
Focused, Z-stack images were imported into ImageJ to analyze the distribution of unstimulated (A) and mechanically stimulated (equibiaxial stretch (B) shear fluid flow (C) FN across the cell. Representative graphs of intensity profiles plotted as a function of distance (measured in pixels) versus intensity (measured in gray-scale values) showed FN distribution for unstimulated cells (D) line 1--2 and (E) line 3--4. The multiple fluorescence intensity peaks in a diversity of areas revealed that FN did not seem to be localized in specific areas within the cell. Plots of intensity profiles of extracellular FN distribution after 24 hours of 10% equibiaxial stretch (F) line 1--2 and (G) line 3--4 revealed FN redistributed around the cell periphery. Analysis of FN distribution after 24 hours of 6±3 dynes/cm^2^ of fluid flow shear stress, (H) line 1--2 and (I) line 3--4 revealed that the FN was distributed around the cell periphery. (scale bar = 5 μm).](srep00147-f9){#f9}
